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At a time when
self-reflection…
THE FINEST IN
WASHROOM EXPERIENCE
MARCELA SCHNEIDER FERREIRA/ ERCO

Complete washroom solutions tailored to your users’ needs

conclusions, and just move on. It has me asking if
the event could be interrogated by architect Eyal
Weizman’s Forensic Architecture? It might not
come to a different answer but at least it would
result in a worthy artwork to help us reach closure on the loss of Mackintosh’s masterpiece.
Some succour for feelings of needless waste
may come in the form of the government’s Clean
Heat Grant, being introduced this April to incentivise uptake of sustainable domestic heating
technologies. The Green Homes Grant scheme
was taken up by less than 10% of the 600,000

More online...
The project
team chose
to prove fire
performance
based on
detailed
calculations
and a focus on
upfront design

04

11

homes it was meant to target, due mainly to
over-complex application processes and punitive timescales for installers to fit insulation and
kit before being able to redeem vouchers for payment. Only £314m of the £1.5bn fund was paid
out-£50m of that in admin fees. Here’s hoping
lessons have been learned and the path to claiming a voucher for your air source heat pump will
be less challenging. But remember, to be grant
eligible there must be no recommendations on
an EPC for loft or cavity wall insulation. Happy
retrofitting… • Jan-Carlos Kucharek, editor

12

JAMES BRITTAIN

…has been the order of the day, the ‘undetermined’ finding of the Scottish Fire and Rescue
Service’s report earlier this year into the cause
of the Glasgow School of Art fire on 15 June 2018
still grates. Barely a year before, we’d watched
the Grenfell Fire in horror, its spread captured
on phones and CCTV cameras at different times
and viewpoints, helping later analysis of the
fire’s pathology – if not the wider industry and
cultural causes, still being looked at now.
So, it’s hard to accept that we can sift through
the school’s burned-out embers, reach no
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The globe or not the Globe
Not the Southwark Globe, birthplace of the Bard’s great plays, but not far off. This
is the Art Deco Globe in Stockton, in its day hosting The Beatles, Buddy Holly, The
Rolling Stones and even Cilla Black – whose belting rendition of ‘Anyone who had a
heart’ clearly couldn’t halt the venue’s decline, which closed for 45 years. Stocktonon-Tees Council, helped by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, has restored
architect Percy L Brown’s 1935 building, making it again fit for up to 3000 revellers
– Covid-pass or not. The originally installed Crittall W20 windows have been
replicated, all finished in a luscious Turkish Blue. Crittall also supplied its Cold
Formed Doors for the main entrances, including a power-assisted one, ensuring
that when it throws open its doors again, it really will be to everyone.

Precious metals
Move over Pandora – there’s another show in town. New York-based designer
Elinor Avni, creative director of her jewellery company Âme, has just opened her
stealth-bomber-like flagship showroom in Lower Manhattan. With its plentiful
black, rolled steel panel exteriors and interiors, it’s cool to think the industrial
material merely acts as a backdrop for her high-tech lab-grown diamonds, the key
elements of her jewellery designs. The designer, Amsterdam/Tel Aviv architect
Baranowitz + Kronenberg (B+K), was inspired by Soho’s typical undulating cast
iron facades. That local detail helped it go global – the store won the World Special
Prize for Interiors at the 2021 Prix Versailles.

Grande for Nero?
Set within Rome’s Oppian Park, Emperor Nero’s ‘Domus
Aurea’ was an emperor crib on lavish scale. Built in 64AD
on an 81ha site, the palace, reputedly lined in marble,
semi-precious stones and ivory, clearly didn’t meet
the epicurean, if nefarious, demands of its owner, who
committed suicide just four years later. Embarrassingly
opulent, even by Roman standards, the palace was
stripped out and buried by Emperor Trajan, who built his
own baths on top. Re-discovered in the 15th century, its
guests included Raphael and Michelangelo, who abseiled
in to view its wall paintings – which, preserved in the
dark, remain in remarkable condition. Cue a restoration
job, including new kiosk and walkway by Stefano Boeri
Architetti, and Erco lighting revealing, in as near to real
daylight as possible, all of Nero’s heady excess.

Punch + foodie
Product design firm Buster + Punch has come a
long way since the amuse-bouche of its initial
offerings in lighting design, now serving up a
hefty three course meal of a custom-built, modular,
freestanding kitchen. Configured online, the design
is available in two frame options, with three cabinet
colours and three worktops, all using industrial
knurled, solid metal hardware that the firm
has built its brand around. You can source fitted
appliances from Buster + Punch’s select partners,
along with an optional ‘white-glove’ installation
service. There’s even the option to add mixer
taps, shelving and of course, lighting. With such
convenience in modularity, you’ll be rustling up
haute cuisine at home in no time – and when you do
decide to move out, it can be a ‘take-away’…
Products in Practice March/April 2022

Not normal for Norfolk
If a paint could be two degrees of separation away from
a Nobel Prize, Norfolk-based sustainable paint company
Graphenstone might lay claim to the award by association.
The Cradle to Cradle Gold Standard firm produces a paint
containing Graphene, a form of pure carbon discovered
by two Nobel Prize winners at Manchester University in
2005. Added here, the firm says it ’exponentially enhances
hardness, durability, compression, tensile strength,
elasticity and coverage’, while being inert. And it’s carbon
neutral – as the paint cures over its lifetime Graphenstone
lime coatings absorb 5.5Kg of CO2 per 15litres. Plus it says
its porous nature improves air quality. What’s not to like?

JAMES W FORTUNE

MARCELA SCHNEIDER FERREIRA/ ERCO

AMIT GERON
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Feeling grounded
Look at this photograph. Does it make you feel calm? You’d hope so as it’s
Denmark’s largest dedicated psychiatric hospital, in the Zealand city of Slagelse.
The 44,000m² complex, with five-storey main hospital block within a complex of
low-level buildings for up to 194 patients, all set around calming courtyards, was
designed by Danish firms Karlsson Architects and VLA. Extensive use of timber
gives the facility a humanistic, tactile feel; helped, says flooring company Sherwin
Williams, by its complementary SofTop flooring, combining high-solids flexible
epoxy resin with coloured rubber chips in a trowelled mortar system. The result?
‘A seamless floor that offers ergonomic comfort and noise reduction’. And couching
the footfall of all those Freudian therapists.

Less shiver, more timber
Downriver from Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre, the grade II
listed Butlers & Colonial Wharf at Shad Thames is one of
London’s most distinctive Victorian warehouses. So when
approached by a couple living on the top floor looking
to bring more warmth and value to their apartment,
McDaniel Woolf decided ‘to approach it working from
the first principles of light, ventilation and space’. Listed
building consent in the bag, the flat now has better thermal
performance, light and air, courtesy of conservation
rooflights from The Rooflight Company. While they won’t
experience the smog of yore, its self-cleaning glass gives
one less reason for the owners not to enjoy the view.
ribaj.com
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Inverted roofs 3
Warm roofs 3
Podium decks 3
For further information go to:
radmat.com/products/blue-roof-system
For comprehensive support and design advice email:
BlueRoofs@radmat.com
Tel: 01858 410 372

The Forge, Upton Park, uses an
innovative Blue40 Roof System that
restricts and delays runoff from the site,
equating to 60% of the equivalent green
field flow rate.
ARCHITECT: RM_A ARCHITECTS
Photo: Ben Luxmoore
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A data-driven route
is needed to net zero
So, we’ve started the third year of a crucial decade in the bid to mitigate the worst effects of climate change. As I write, the government has released its five yearly report outlining the risks
posed by climate change. It puts the impact in
terms politicians can understand: effect on GDP.
Though ministers say more must be done
more quickly, politics does not allow for much
long term thinking. What government would
not rather leave their successors to manage a 1%
reduction in GDP? Though, of course, climate
change is about much more than money.
According to the 2021 Committee on Climate
Change report there has been almost none of the
necessary progress in upgrading the building
stock – second only to surface transport as the
largest emitter of CO2 in the UK. In particular,
weening our buildings of gas used for heating is
a significant challenge, particularly when electricity is a significantly more expensive.
It is encouraging that in my role I have to
speak to various organisations that have declared a target of net zero carbon in their estates by 2030. I am often dismayed that Energy
Performance Certificates (EPCs) are proposed as

a primary indicator of progress. As effectively
an extension of the theoretical assessments that
underpin the building regulations, EPCs are
subject to the performance gap we see between
design estimates of energy use and reality.
Research by the Better Buildings Partnership elegantly illustrates that EPCs can in no
way be relied on as an indicator of energy bills.
The actual performance of a building will be a
product of how effective the fabric is, how efficient its systems are and how occupants behave.
To make performance improvements, all three
of these factors must be understood in real terms.
Atamate advocates a data driven approach to
net zero: basically organisations need to know
how much energy their estate uses in order to
record improvements toward net zero. Beyond
this it is important to collect data on energy consumption, environmental conditions and occupancy patterns, the more granular in terms of
spaces the better. Analysing these parameters
can reveal whether the users are selecting appropriate temperatures, whether systems are
performing effectively and most importantly
whether they respond to occupancy.

The key is for sensor networks to be simple to deploy data to inform actionable insights.
Since the update to Part L in 2006 included a
requirement for energy sub-metering, many
buildings have extensive networks of meters
where the data is not being reviewed meaningfully. A starting point is surfacing it to a data
platform for analysis.
Government buildings require Display
Energy Certificates as well as an EPC. A DEC
is based on actual energy usage and is easier to
produce than an EPC, though the EPC remains
compulsory in the private sector. The government is seeking to address this in large commercial buildings, however, consulting last year on
a performance-based policy framework.
But the principle of data driven decision
making en route to net zero applies to buildings of all sizes. Around 60% of energy use in the
non-residential sector occurs in buildings under 5,000m², and with extremely high energy
prices, don’t we need more data before deciding
how to decarbonise the heating in our homes? •
Dan Cash is a building services engineer and
director of consulting at Atamate

Squeezing It In: Design for Compact Spaces
Mary Leslie
RIBA Publishing, 169p, HB, £40
In her acknowledgements, the author reveals that she started
researching this book in 2018. Given everything that has
happened in the meantime, it seems like she was bang on the
money. People have had two years to come to understand the
limitations of their own homes and Leslie’s book, it seems, is
here to help them to sort that out. The publication breaks every
room in the house into chapters and then serves up dozens of
example of each, complete with plans and sections. It turns out
to be a fun and eclectic trawl through the world of functional and
compact design; but the emphasis here is on comfort rather than
stoicism. Minimalists, look away now!

Crafting Wood: Structure & Expression
Urs Meister, Carmen Rist-Stadelmann & Machiel Spaan eds
Park Books, 160p, PB, £35
Most architects would be rolling eyeballs at the quick succession
of terms like ‘interdisciplinary co-operation’, ‘building praxis’ and
‘taxonomy of components;’ but this is Park Books, and one seems to
just skim over them to enjoy the richness of imagery and drawings,
delicately blanched on creamy, bespoke-format paper. The book is
the culmination of three European universities’ joint research into
timber construction; be it rationalising, jointing or cladding; and
whether that be in model form, mock-up or fully realised construction. Full of beautifully rendered ideas by bright-eyed, bushy-tailed
and optimistic students, it’s probably a good crib book for your next
rear extension or masterplan presentation.

Books

Buy at ribabookshops.com

Building for Well-being: Exploring Health-Focused Rating
Systems for Design and Construction Professionals
Traci Rose Rider and Margaret van Bakergem
Routledge, 239p, PB, £48.99
Since both authors are North Carolina University trained LEED,
WELL or Fitwel accredited architectural academics, it’s no surprise
that this text primarily examines the US healthy building context.
They themselves make the distinction between ‘green’ and ‘healthy’
as the former tends to have clearly measurable outcomes and the
latter far less so. Initially critiquing the current context, the authors
move on to analysing the three building standards, both individually
and comparatively. This will prove to be an authoritative but dense
text, with diagrams few and far between – to which the easily
distracted might cling like limpets in the wave of information.
Products in Practice March/April 2022
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Glass storefront
What Recycled glass panels
Where Bulgari, Shanghai

We know commercial washrooms.
Unity toilet cubicles, finished in ‘Dark Walnut’ laminate, were specified in all six
of the new male and female washroom areas at Capital One’s Head Office in
Nottingham. Setback pedestals fixed to the cubicle partitions, gives Unity its
sleek floating appearance. Unity’s flush fronted design has made a huge visual
impact and has complemented the décor of these stylish new washroom areas.
Read the full case study at www.venesta.co.uk/case-studies

L

Call 01474 353333
www.venesta.co.uk marketing@venesta.co.uk

‘There might be a few champagne bottles in
there,’ says MVRDV founding partner Jacob
van Rijs of the spectacular recycled glass storefront created by the Dutch practice for Bulgari’s
Shanghai flagship. It would be appropriate, given the luxury nature of the Italian jewellery
brand. So too is the jade-like appearance of the
glass, and its use in an art deco-inspired composition that chimes with both Bulgari’s vintage
collections and Shanghai’s 1930s architecture.
The project is the third storefront by
MVRDV for Bulgari, all inspired by the distinctive portals and cornices of the long-established
brand’s first store on Via dei Condotti in Rome.
Unlike those in Bangkok and Kuala Lumpur,
the Shanghai store offered a largely windowless
façade, which at 22.5m high and 274m² in area
and was very much like a giant billboard, giving plenty of scope for strong graphic treatment.
After experimenting with resin and terrazzo, MVRDV settled on recycled glass as the appropriate material to create a jade-like appearance. This works well when backlit with LEDs
to give the required impact after dark, as well
as during the day. Architect and client were
also drawn to the use of a material that is both
recycled and recyclable given the longevity of
Bulgari’s own pieces, which are often passed on
down the generations. The ‘edgy’ solution also
appealed to a shared client-architect interest in
material innovation, adds van Rijs.
The architect conceived the project as a piece
of jewellery on a facade-like scale. It realised the
concept through a collaboration with Magna
Glaskeramik, a German manufacturer with
ribaj.com
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expertise in creating a building and interior design panel material from recycled glass. This
was unusual in scale for Magna, whose products are often used for counters and tabletops.
The design comprises an arrangement of
172 different shaped panels, each trimmed with
brass and with a maximum size of 1150mm by
3150mm. Architect and manufacturer experimented on their optimum thickness to achieve
the desired degree of luminosity, testing the
samples with backlighting to simulate the final effect. While Magna’s typical Glaskeramik
panels are usually 15-20mm thick, weight
and lighting considerations informed the final
thickness of 12mm for the Bulgari project.
The panels are created using several shades of
green and clear recycled glass to give variety and
a mysterious depth of appearance. ‘We wanted
a material with translucency and which resembled jade with its natural effect, and didn’t want
any two pieces to be the same,’ says MVRDV associate director Aser Giménez Ortega.
In the manufacture, the fragments of glass
are not melted but heated to a carefully-controlled temperature in a sintering process. This
distorts and fuses them together, and gives a
ceramic-like strength when cooled. The result
is a vibrant green that required no additional
pigments. A top layer of laminated glass gives
the panels the necessary safety performance.
Each panel was manufactured in Germany
and transported to Shanghai for assembly in
situ. All are mounted on a steel substructure
attached to the store’s concrete facade. The gap
between the panels and the 225mm steel and insulation ranges from 25-300mm as a result of a
slightly layered arrangement. This gives a variety of depth that enhances the appearance of

Top left The sintering process, fusing fragments
of recycled glass together, gave the green colour
a particular richness and depth when backlit by
LEDs.
Top The windowless facade led the architect to
treat it as a piece of jewellery at building scale.
Above The architect worked with German firm
Magna Glaskeramik to develop the recycled glass
facade.

the facade. Brass capping on the steel substructure frames the panels to complete the composition. At ground level, the glass panels frame the
main entrance and the two flanking windows.
The overall effect certainly achieves
MVRDV’s aim of creating something that stands
out from the crowd. Jacob van Rijs is also pleased
that the project has been able to upcycle the glass
in a way that is not only sustainable but ‘sexy
and slick’. Both the glass and the steel structure
could be dismantled and recycled again.
MVRDV is now working on further projects
with Bulgari. •
Credits
Architect MVRDV
Glass manufacture Magna Glaskeramik GmbH
Contractor Rich Honour International Design Co Ltd
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Houlton School, Rugby

Words: Jan-Carlos Kucharek
Photographs: James Brittain
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Established in 1926, Rugby Radio Station, just
east of Rugby was, in its 1950s heyday, not only
the communications centre of the UK but the
largest radio transmitting station in the world.
The very low frequency transmitter station and
its power hall lay at the centre of a huge, flat
site, surrounded by 57 aerials, 12 of which were
250m high, guyed steel-frame masts. Part of the
Imperial Wireless Chain, these sent telegraph
messages to the Commonwealth, and later, during the Cold War, were the sole means of communicating with the Polaris submarine fleet.
Decommissioned in 2003, most of the masts
were gone by the time it was grade II listed in
2005, which did nothing to prevent the loss of
the last four or arrest the buildings’ decline.
Until 2015 that is, when strategic developer Urban & Civic – having bought a swathe of
nearly 500ha of land, including the station site,
to create a new residential quarter for Rugby
– approached van Heyningen and Haward for
help to convert the derelict site into a 1200-pupil secondary school, part of the social centre of
its new suburb of Houlton. vHH partner James
McCosh recalls the power hall’s massive DC

motors feeding 50000v across to the transmitter hall’s huge glass amplifier valves and octagonal copper ‘tuning coil’ – cooled by a water tower that is now the centre of the school
campus. That it would be a campus was a given,
says McCosh, as the spaces’ proportions – one
was 40m by 12m by 12m – made it wholly unsuitable for conventional classrooms.
Looking at both halls and the later ad hoc
infill between and alongside them, the firm
knew that to realise a working school, it needed to have meaningful discussions with specialists about which buildings should stay and
which should go. The early involvement of
Historic England was key. ‘It was grade II listed but Rugby Council didn’t have a conservation officer, so we approached HE as we felt it
would give Rugby the intellectual backup to be
braver than it otherwise might have been,’ says
McCosh. It also helped with calming the nerves
of the DfE, which had given vHH its standard
output spec and budget to work on a listed, industrial building – ‘the kind of thing they’d
usually run a mile from. They just wanted nice
straightforward buildings at lowest cost; a lot
ribaj.com

Above West elevation of the 1926
Power Hall, now containing Houlton
School’s large refectory, kitchen
and assembly hall. Behind it, it, a
faceted run of aluminium panels
clads the Transmitter.
Left The former main east entrance
of Rugby radio station, between
two of the remaining, smaller
transmitter masts. These have
all been repurposed as external
lighting rigs.
Below left Archive image of Rugby
Radio Station from the south east,
complete with its original 250m high
aerial masts.

BT ARCHIVE

Window specification
played a surprisingly
large part in vHH’s
challenging conversion
of a 1926 transmitter
station into a school

of our work was convincing them that it could
be done.’
Despite the constraints implicit in working with such a complex brief, vHH has done
it, creating a school that generates critical mass
at the centre of a large site. Constructive discussions with HE resulted in the clearing of later
accretions between the power and transmitter
halls, leaving only their outer walls. Now facing south to the future neighbourhood square,
its open brick arches give students access to
the north of the site past the water tower, to
where vHH has built two science and humanities blocks of classrooms and labs. In the transmitter hall are art, drama, music rooms and top
floor sixth form area, with central loos, support,
and lifts. Bookending it all are two red-painted steel stairs offering pupils a visceral sense
of the building’s original scale. The power hall,
stripped of generators, has been transformed
into assembly hall, refectory, kitchen and general education spaces. To the west, a new sports
hall serves needs of both school and community.
Interestingly, the old buildings had a direct
influence on window specification, not only in
Products in Practice March/April 2022
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Top left The main south entrance with a steel gate
beyond leading to the external courtyard space,
opened daily when pupils arrive and leave.
Top right Site plan showing the school (in white)
as part of the future neighbourhood centre of the
new suburb of Houlton.
Middle North end of the campus looking east.
New humanities and science blocks form the
northern border. The old water tower is now a
gazebo, with transmitter hall to the south.
Left The water tower and playground looking
north with new teaching block beyond.
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their new iteration, but on the new blocks too.
Given their listed status, vHH knew thermal
compromises were going to be made in both
halls, so the new blocks’ performance would
have to be good enough to offset that. But specification was also dictated by the nature of the
buildings. McCosh explains that the transmitter hall windows were all timber-framed, with
a form of Bakelite bolts used throughout to prevent the possibility of arcing from the equipment. The power hall, meanwhile, a steelframed structure, had steel windows. As far
as possible, vHH worked with this logic, making the interventions readable – as it did in the
‘corrugated’ brick of the new stair access blocks
on the transmitter hall’s west side.
In both halls, the strategy of window replacement ran alongside considered thermal
upgrade of the fabric. With the transmitter
hall’s Edwardian, arched, timber single-glazed
fixed light windows deep-set into the solid
brick skin, secondary glazing was considered,
but McCosh says the feeling was that it would
visually impinge on the view of original windows. The decision to use double glazed replicas was, he says, set by Historic England’s wish
that the building have no visible plant, as reducing the cooling load demand on the MVHR
to keep kit compact meant openable lights were
a prerequisite to provide free cooling. Installing
the new windows meant interfacing with the
firm’s insulation strategy for the solid brick
walls, developed with consultant Etude; a fully ‘moisture open’ layering of lime parge coat,
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Window detail new blocks
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25m

1

Reinstated cornice fixed to
internal wall lining

2

Fermacell wall lining boards

3

Bespoke timber sash
window, with profiles
matching the originals.
Frame increased in
thickness to accommodate
DGUs. Can be opened for
free-cooling and summer
ventilation. U-Value 1.51

4

Windows installed and taped
to internal brickwork with
plasterable airtight tape
prior to parge coat

5

Lime plaster levelling and
parge coat acting as air
barrier

6

Pavadry woodfibre insulation
with bonded fibreboard
92mm to wall faces

7

Existing masonry wall
stripped internally and
repaired and repointed
externally
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existing pattern laid on lime
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9
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Window detail Transmission Hall
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Full-fill non-combustible
mineral wool to achieve
0.164 u-value to external
walls.

2

Facing brickwork
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PPC zinc hot-metal
sprayed mild steel brisesoleil span between piers

4

Bespoke stainless steel,
T-shaped lintel

5

Fixed triple-glazed
aluminium windows
w/ fixed louvres and
openable insulated panels
of 0.5 u-value.
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7

Compacfoam structural
insulation supporting
window at sill. EPDM
taped over compacfoam
to seal onto CP for
continuous airtight line

8

MDF reveal board

9

Plasterboard on dry lining

3

10 Steel beam with
intumescent paint and
concrete encasement
11 Precast concrete planks
with structural topping on
steel structure
12 Cement particle board
on SFS as airtight line to
walls
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7
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10 Plasterable airtightness
tape between parge coat and
roof slab
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Glazing Vision are technical
experts in the design,
manufacture and supply
of precision engineered,
architectural glass rooflights.
We have one of the most
experienced, specialist
design teams in the industry,
so whatever your concept
might be, Glazing Vision can
make it a reality.

things are
looking up

info@glazingvision.co.uk
01379 658300

wood fibre insulation and Fermacell. New first
floor windows inserted into the west wall and
picture windows in north and south walls were
set in line with the brick face. Wall insulation
overall could have been thicker, McCosh notes,
but they were mindful that differences in thickness at reveals could result in condensation, and
that to avoid it, consistency of insulation was
a priority. At north and south sides, the thermal boundary is behind the new steel staircase
walls’ inner face; the void they sit in residually
heated to 16C, the original brick able to be read
beyond a simple lime wash.
The power hall’s Crittall arched steel windows were replaced by an AluProf aluminium system, as vHH found that, as elsewhere,
thermally broken steel frames were too expensive. While they did find an aluminium frame
that replicated the original’s outer mouldings,
it too was not thermally broken and needed a
large transom to stiffen it. vHH compromised
by adding an extra aluminium flat on the frame
to provide some sectional relief to the system. In
new computer spaces above the kitchen, original stippled glazing was copied, resulting in a
‘lovely’ quality of light in these spaces.
With the walls stripped back to reveal the
original glazed brick faces, new ground floor
openings in the refectory’s west wall were
filled with a proprietary SAS triple-glazed
grey-painted sliding door system, capable of being locked open to allow al fresco lunching on
the new paved terrace. On the roof meanwhile,
the original rooflight openings proved a good
means of ensuring free cooling in the summer
through clerestory venting. vHH had hoped to
use a self-supporting rooflight, but due to the
opening size, it introduced a 100mm by 50mm
welded RHS stiffening frame around to support the actuated Roofglaze system specified.
The space packs a punch, light pours into the
industrial-scaled refectory volume, and with
elements of the original electrical kit still installed, the place has a special, one-off feel.
McCosh says of the new Humanities and
Science block design that its north-south orientation helped with energy efficiency and made
for a glare-free teaching environment. The flat
north elevations, where windows are flush with
the brick facades, are contrasted on the south
with a deep facade that shades the glass. McCosh
points out that the brick fins doing this are not

Top The water tower and playground
looking north with new teaching block
beyond.
Above The brick fins of the deep-set
facade are not structural but part of the
solar shading strategy for classrooms.
Triple glazed windows run along the
insulation line.
Above right View looking north to the
sports field through the new blocks’
triple-glazed, fixed light windows. Note
the opening vent panel to the left.
Right New staircase in the transmission
block with new first floor aluminiumframed double-glazed picture window at
bottom left.
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structural and are tied back to a long, thick, insulated brick skin, ensuring wall/window interfaces are kept simple as possible. DuPlusinstalled large SAS PURe triple-glazed fixed
lights to classrooms have hinged opening vent
panels on each side for summer cooling. Blocks
were specified to be as airtight as possible, resulting in only two small MVHR units on each.
‘Energy use intensity here is 67kWh/m²/yr
and the LETI guide for zero carbon schools is
65, so it’s high performance,’ says McCosh, adding: ‘Windows are designated air permeability
Class 4 – about as good as it gets.’
But it was also about aesthetics. Keen to
complement the industrial buildings’ industrial nature, vHH settled on a German clinker
brick, whose more highly-fired versions have
a slight sheen, particularly in the south light.
With the specified stainless steel lintels, the
contractor offered shiny versions but the architect chose ones that dull over time. And in the
facade’s depth, the practice ran a concrete bench
so kids can sit and appreciate the water tower
gazebo that acts as the fulcrum for the campus.
For now this lies empty, needing £500,000
more than they had to insert a room behind
its Diocletian window. I hope they raise it; for
despite having only one form, there’s a potentiality to this school. On a DfE budget, vHH has
not only returned a disused building to good use
and made it perform to the regs demanded of a
newbuild, it has also generated a palpable sense
of place in the process. In 2026, when the first cohort enters sixth form, Houlton will be marking
a centenary; and it too, like the famous private
school in town, will be hardwired into a legacy. •
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Work with Origin to create
stand out developments
At Origin, we want you to design with style and
confidence - and our offering is built around just that.
Not only are our aluminium doors and windows
exclusively designed and manufactured in the UK with
beautifully slim sightlines and offer industry-leading
performances, but they’re also backed by exceptional
levels of service from our dedicated support teams.

Manufactured and delivered
in as little as 24-hours

ISO 14001 accredited, so you can
specify with confidence

150
RAL

Colours to suit every property

COLOURS

Top In the Power Hall
refectory the scale and
industrial nature of the
original building is fully
on display.
Above Lunch terrace
outside the Power Hall,
with the teaching block
beyond and sports hall
to the west.
Left The Transmission
block is one of two
levels of art rooms
set back from the
Edwardian facade,
linked by a doubleheight space internally.

Whatever project you’re working on, we are a
one-stop-shop and can offer the right solution to
you; whether that’s supply only or a complete
turnkey solution.
Bi-fold Doors

Sliding Doors

Front Doors
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Credits
Client SUE GP LLP
Funder Department for Education
Lead consultant & architect van Heyningen and Haward
Contractor Morgan Sindall Construction
Project manager UCPM
Principal designer RPS
Cost consultant Rider Levitt Bucknall
Planning consultant David Lock Associates
Masterplanning architect JTP
Energy consultant Etude
Structural & civils engineer Price and Myers
MEF consultant Hoare Lea
Acoustics consultant Ramboll Acoustics
Landscape architect PlanitlE
Fire risk consultant OFR
Lighting designer (external) GIA Equation
Heritage consultant The Heritage Collective
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Superior weather rating

Windows

For more information, please call us on: 0808 168 5816
or visit: origin-global.com/commercial

Specify our products
in your projects today

Doors, Windows & Ironmongery

RIBA
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CONTRACTS 2020
A complete suite of contracts for the provision of built environment consultancy services
across projects of every scale and complexity.
Produce and manage your contracts online with RIBA Contracts Digital, now featuring
digital signatures.
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Costed
Gleeds’ Nicola Herring and James Garner provide supply and fix costs for a
range of commercial and industrial windows and doors
The UK market for doors and windows is large, mature and evolving.
Windows and doors are supplied to a variety of markets including domestic home improvement, public sector housing renovation, housebuilding
and commercial/non-housing. The upgrading of existing buildings is expected to play a key part in reaching climate targets. Research shows that
the UK’s housing stock will need to reach at least EPC band C by 2031,
but 71% of homes, including more than four million social housing units,
do not yet meet this standard. Measures including replacing doors and
windows will be critical to improving performance.
Specifiers must consider several factors, including thermal efficiency (U value), solar gain (G value) and air leakage (L value). The British
Fenestration Rating Council (BFRC) combines these in the WER rating

(Window Energy Rating) to show how well a window performs. It is also
important to consider acoustic performance (especially for premises near
roads or flight paths) and aesthetics: for instance, in conservation areas double glazed sashes can be considered as well as secondary glazing.
The UK market is characterised by strong competition and a fragmented supply structure. Lead-in times have lengthened and prices
increased due to challenges with raw materials supply and it is unclear
how long these issues will remain. The following rates include the supply
and hang of doors and windows, complete with all frames, architraves,
typical medium standard ironmongery set and appropriate finish. •
Nicola Herring is UK insights and research lead, and James Garner is
global head of data and insights and analytics at Gleeds

Rates are a guide only and are Q3 2021 excluding VAT.
Standard
Professional Services
Contract 2020

Domestic
Professional Services
Contract 2020

Concise
Professional Services
Contract 2020

Architectural Services

Architectural Services

Architectural Services

Sub-consultant
Professional Services
Contract 2020

Principal Designer
Professional Services
Contract 2020

DOORS

Single leaf; Sapele veneered finish

Softwood external

£ each

Standard soft- and hardwood frames; painted, including ironmongery
Matchboarded, framed, ledged and braced door, 838mm x 1981mm

625-750

Flush door; cellular core; plywood faced; 838mm x 1981mm

650-800

Heavy duty solid flush door
Single leaf / single leaf with emergency fire exit

1,350-1,650 / 1,850-2,250

Steel external
Royal Institute of British Architects

Royal Institute of British Architects

Royal Institute of British Architects

Royal Institute of British Architects

Royal Institute of British Architects

Bullet resistant doorset
Client Adviser
Professional Services
Contract 2020

Concise
Professional Services
Contract 2020

Domestic
Professional Services
Contract 2020

Concise
Professional Services
Contract 2020

Conservation
Architectural Services

Conservation
Architectural Services

Interior Design
Services

Interior Design
Services

Single, 1000mm x 2100mm steel with decorative ply veneer

4,750-5,750

Overhead
Single skin; manual / electric

£/m2
200-250 / 350-425

Electric operation standard lift, 42mm thick insulated sandwich panels
Rapid lift fabric door, external, electric operation

£ each

Curtain mechanical shelter; extruded aluminium frame; 1 top, 2 side
curtains; double-layered high-quality polyester, coated both sides
Royal Institute of British Architects

Royal Institute of British Architects

Royal Institute of British Architects

Royal Institute of British Architects

Royal Institute of British Architects

Panels, lining and architrave softwood / hardwood

£ each

£ each

Revolving 2.1m dia, 2.2m high, clear laminated glazing;,
4nr wings, glazed curved walls

32,500-42,500

Sliding door, bi-parting opening 2.0m x 2.3m opening

10,000-15,000

Internal doors
£ each

Cellular core, softwood, softwood architrave, aluminium ironmongery (latch only)
Single leaf, moulded panel, gloss paint finish

ribaj.com

400-500

1,500-2,000

Ironmongery sets

£ each

Stainless steel ironmongery, euro locks, push plates, kick plates, signage,
closures, standard sets
Office door, non locking, fire rated / fire escape door

350-450/ 1,750-2,250

Standard bathroom door (unisex) / accessible toilet door

300-400 / 200-250

WINDOWS
Softwood (U-value = 1.6 W/m²K)

£/m2

Standard
Painted, double glazed: up to 1.50 m2 / 1.50 m2 to 3.20 m2

500-625 / 400-500

Purpose made
Painted, double glazed: up to 1.50 m2 / over 1.50 m2

Steel (U-value = 1.6 W/m²K)

575-650
600-675 / 650-750

600-800

Double leaf, oak veneered, 60 min fire resistance, polished

Overall 900 x 2100mm half glazed

Standard

£ each

Standard, cellular core, softwood and architrave, aluminium ironmongery
(lockable, self-closure), painting or polishing

Entrance doors, residential standard, PVCu frame, brass furniture (spyhole /
security chain/letter plate/draught excluder/multipoint locking)

Automatic glazed entrance doors

1,250-1,500 / 2,000-2,500

Fire doors

Hardwood (U-value = 1.4 W/m²K)

Overall 900 x 2100mm half glazed; WER A rated / coloured

Find the right contract for your job and buy online at:
ribacontracts.com

1,350-1,575

Inflatable mechanical shelter; hot dipped galvanised surface, polyester painted,
top and side bags with polyester fabric panels; standard colours
4,250-5,000
uPVC External Doors

All RIBA Chartered Practices receive
50% discount on RIBA Contracts Digital.

250-300

1,050-1,250

Dock shelters

£ each

Double leaf, four panels, mouldings, aluminium, brass or stainless ironmongery
(latch only), painting and polishing

Single leaf, oak veneered, 30 min fire resistance, polished

Standard single doors, including frame, ironmongery, powder-coated finish
External steel door / single external steel security door 1,100-1,350 / 2,250-2,750

Domestic
Professional Services
Contract 2020

450-550

Purpose-made

725-875 / 625-775
£/m2

Stained, double glazed: standard / purpose made

1,250-1,350 / 1,350-1,700
£/m2

Powder coated, double glazed: standard / purpose made

750-900 / 975-1150

uPVC

£/m2

Standard ironmongery; sills and factory glazed with low E 24mm double glazing
WER A rating / Secured by Design accreditation

300-400 / 325-425

Extra for colour finish to uPVC

75-100

Composite aluminium/timber windows; U value = 1.5 W/m2K

£/m2

Purpose made; stainless steel ironmongery
Fixed, up to 1.50 m2 / 1.50 m² to 4.00 m2

325-400 / 300-350

Outward opening pivot, up to 1.50 m2 / 1.50 m² to 4.00 m2

750-1000 / 350-425
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YOUR FIRE DOORS MAY COME W
MORE THAN ONE OVERHEAD

Doors, Windows & Ironmongery
PiP specifieds are
compiled from
supplied company
press releases

Specified

Inspiration for
interiors

YOUR FIRE DOORS
MAY COME WITH
MORE THAN
ONE OVERHEAD
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1

Vulnerable
to
vandalism

Designed and manufactured in the UK, Powermatic, the original controlled, concealed door closer, de
exceptional performance as well
as a hostfor
of benefits
other closers cannot match:Suitable
use onthat
one-hour

4

2

Concealed
from
vandalism

and door
half-hour
• The only CERTIFIRE jamb-mounted
closer

ﬁre doors.
• Improves aesthetics and reduces risk of dam

vandalism or tampering
• Contributes towards the achievement of ac
• Perfect for social housing, hotels,
health, care
homes,
Completely
concealed
when
requirements
(AD M)
secure accommodation, commercial and many other
• Closing speed and latching action adjustab
the
door
is
closed.
situations.
removing closer from door
• Genuine independent third-party certification

1

2

3
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Conservation rooflight

Abingdon bespoke room divider

Skyfold moveable wall

Adaptable wall

Keylite

Draks

Style

Optima

John Alexander Carfrae here, just
walking the ramparts, returned
to haunt my big, beautiful
purpose-designed Boroughmuir
High School. For it has become
a most unnatural block of flats!
Yes, sir! Flats, I say! DO I LOOK
AMERICAN? I like these roof
windows though. Had we these
in 1911, just imagine the number
of snot-nosed urchins we could
have crammed into our attics
for forcible improvement! Solar
opening? Fresh air keeps lethal
miasma at bay! Electric blinds?
Sunlight cleanses the soul! But
what, pray, is an ‘expanding
thermal collar’? Some kind of
disciplinary tool?
keyliteroofwindows.com

‘What you mean, this not
wardrobe? Is good wardrobe!
Door is nice! Very nice!’
‘Ivan Loadsamonivitch, sir: this
is a Haringey studio flat. We just
walked from the corridor into the
main living area, and this, yes,
magnificent Draks room divider
is simply to conceal the sleeping
area whenever your beautiful
daughter, Vulga Parazitova,
entertains her friends or uses the
bijou kitchenette-cum-wetroom.’
‘Ah. Kakoy pozor. Shame. Well, I
suppose you cannot expect much
PCL for eighteen and something
million English. Or nineteen?
Nineteen. Is not St Petersberg
that is for sure!’
draks.co.uk

‘Well yes, I know ballroom
capacity is 850 seated, but we can
still say it’s sold out at 350 if we
have to. Why? Because it’s great
press if we announce our big
fancy Leicester Square thing’s
completely sold out – and terrible
press if we fizzle and die! What?
Oh! I see what you mean! Skyfold,
darling! Secret weapon! Flick
of a switch, we just bring down
this massive Skyfold acoustic
moveable partition thingy and
voila! “The Ballroom” becomes
“Ballroom A”! This place is so
new no-one will ever know the
difference!’
style-partitions.co.uk

‘Adaptability, girls and boys, is
the first thing you gotta learn in
business. And you failed! Why
d’you think I asked you to work
with these new adaptable wall
partitions in the first place? Not
for the good of my health!’
‘I’m sorry, Lord Sugar. We
completely overlooked the easy
installation, demountability
and reconfigurability of the
aluminium track and acoustic
living wall, fabric, glazed
and natural wood panel
combinations, and no-one even
thought about the concealed
cabling and tech mount
potential, and that is definitely
why we lost the task.’
optimasystems.com
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www.concealeddoorclosers.com
May be used on social
Tel
0121 766
4200 info@samuel-heath.com
housing
entrance
doors.

RIBABooks.com

The concealed door closer
concealeddoorclosers.com
Tel 0121 766 4200 info@samuel-heath.com
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Advertisement feature
Velfac
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Velfac versatility: one glazing
system, multiple specifications
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BIG, BJARKE INGELS GROUP

Above Dortheavej
Residence,
Copenhagen.
Right Holmewood
House School,
Tunbridge Wells.

STUDIO PARTINGTON

The increasing complexity underpinning many
building projects – from ambitious design to
challenging location – requires the tailored
specification of high performance building
products. This is especially true for glazing,
where the same window system can be expected
to deliver room-specific levels of insulation,
opening function, security and ventilation
provision while maintaining a coherent and
positive aesthetic inside and out.
Versatility is fundamental to the success of
Velfac composite glazing, which has established
an impressive reputation for design uniformity
without compromising performance. The slim
Velfac frame combines timber and aluminium
to create a ‘floating’ frame designed to add
impact to any facade. Velfac windows are
renowned for their uniform sightlines across
all units, whether double or triple glazed, fixed
or opening, manually operated or motorised.
Each sash can also be divided with glazing bars
– horizontal, vertical, cross or T-shaped – to
support a specific design intent, again without
compromising the uniformity of the external
finish.
Facades can be further enhanced with
creative use of frame finish, and especially with
a combination of high impact external colour
with a more neutral interior palette, especially for
residential or educational settings. With Velfac,
different frame finishes can be specified inside
and out – the full RAL colour range is available
in both matt and gloss powder coatings, with a
textured or anodised finish also an option.
Expertise is key to complex specification
success. Our dedicated team of design consultants
offers more than just standard interface details
but can also work closely with architects to
maximise the design potential of the Velfac
system. Our in-house experts can even oversee
the entire design process – a ‘no risk’ route to
trouble-free installation.

DANIEL HOPKINSON ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY (2)

With numerous considerations to satisfy on the widest range of different
project types, windows must work hard. Velfac shows how to do it

ribaj.com

Left & above
Westwood Student
Mews, Warwick,
designed by HAUS.
WESTWOOD STUDENT MEWS, COVENTRY
Replicating the familiarity of terraced
townhouses, Westwood Student Mews –
designed by architect HAUS for client Urban
Pulse – is a break from the typical uniformity
of student accommodation. Distinctive design
and high quality materials are key features of
development, where 38 pitched-roof, brickbuilt ‘houses’ provide 452 rooms for students
from Warwick and Coventry universities.
Velfac windows are installed throughout the
project. Dark brown external aluminium frames
complement cream and grey brickwork, whitepainted inner timber frames provide a bright
and practical finish for every room, and every
window delivers precisely tailored performance.
‘The Velfac composite frame offered
a cost-effective solution to the design and
performance objectives of Westwood Mews,
and the complexity of its specification,’ says
architect Ewan Proctor-Mason. ‘All-aluminium

Across the site we
had to specify 14
variations of Velfac
window units, in
three different sizes

frames were more expensive and as they scratch
easily, they are less well suited to student rooms,
while uPVC didn’t deliver the ‘quality feel’ we
wanted. The Velfac system delivers external
durability plus a tactile inner pine frame which
creates a ‘home from home’ finish in every room.
Internally, timber is also easy to repaint as
part of an annual maintenance schedule, again
contributing to the system’s cost-effectiveness.’
The location of Westwood Mews, the site
of a former sports club, also challenged the
versatility of the Velfac system: ‘Across the
site we had to specify 14 variations of Velfac
window units, in three different sizes, with
every ground floor window also meeting Secured
by Design standards,’ explains Proctor-Mason.
‘As north facing blocks border a high speed
railway line, for example, triple glazing with
acoustic trickle vents was required. South-facing
facades are quieter but as solar gain can be an
issue we installed double glazing with a wider
gap between panes, which helps minimise
overheating. All this was achieved with very
little visible difference between units externally,
because of the Velfac system’s uniform sightlines.’
Such a complex specification required close
co-operation between Velfac and HAUS: ‘The
Velfac team worked with us at every project
stage,’ says Proctor-Mason. ‘They advised on

our initial concept, and then provided a full
DWG pack of typical details to allow us to start
designing. As the project progressed, Velfac
supplied bespoke drawings for every window and
managed the production and fabrication process.’
Westwood Mews is part of a regeneration
project designed to add life to what had become
a run-down part of Coventry. The end result is a
positive addition to the local neighbourhood, one
which reflects its suburban setting and provides
a sense of community for the students who now
live there. •

Discover the benefits of Velfac composite
glazing: contact our expert team on 01480
759 510, email sales-support@dovista.com,
or visit velfac.co.uk
Products in Practice March/April 2022
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What’s the plan for
live/work space?
As long as the planning system fails to get a grip on live/work, the model –
given new life through the pandemic – will continue to be elusive
Words: Josephine Smit

Left Models of live/working by architect PRP:
a live/work duplex for the entrepreneur (top,
middle), and a home for young professionals and
downsizers (bottom).

The 1990s was the decade that gave us the
Hubble Space Telescope, the Nintendo 64, and
Jurassic Park. In property development, it also
saw the emergence of a way of combining home
and workspace in the disused industrial buildings and sites of Hackney and Deptford.
The live/work concept was based not on
England’s cottage industry heritage, but on the
trendy artists’ studios of New York’s SoHo. With
double height ceilings and mezzanines, perfect
for artists’ and makers’ workshops, properties
were promoted as an aspirational way of living
and to local authorities as a means of regeneration and employment. But flaws soon emerged;
live/work properties lost their work use and the
model was largely consigned to history.
The experience is worth reflecting on in the
current debate about the future of work. The
change in nature of working patterns through
the pandemic has demonstrated potential for
hybrid and home-working, but live/work has
highlighted the complexities of making workspace in homes created solely for living.
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PRP

Ways to work
‘It was ultimately battered by red tape and mistrust,’ says David Churchill, partner with planning consultant Carter Jonas, of 1990s live/
work. ‘It became complicated, inflexible, there
was a lack of understanding of business and it
was associated with improving the chances of securing a residential consent. For many local authorities outside London it wasn’t even a thing.’
Since then workspace in new homes has
taken the form of a study or spare bedroom.
‘That’s live/work without a starchy definition
put on it,’ says Churchill. Some new large-scale
developments are being planned to closer integrate living and working, with Churchill citing
a 2,000 home strategic site in north Kent, where
live/work is defined as specialist housing. The
proposal is in very early stages, but it already
includes flexible workshop and co-working
space in an approach largely driven by sustainability and placemaking objectives.

help enable more work-friendly housing. ‘In the
UK there is a huge focus on delivering residential, but it is more about quantity of housing
than thinking about how people will use it,’ he
says. ‘I’d like to see policies to encourage specialist forms of housing, but we need clearer
guidance from a national perspective to do it.’
Policy change doesn’t happen fast. ‘While
working from home is definitely happening,
our planning system is not designed to help
it,’ says Grant Leggett, director and head of the
London office of planning consultant Boyer.
Another solution could be for developers to
provide more local work hubs, similar to the
co-working spaces or business suites in some
upmarket city centre apartment schemes. ‘That
doesn’t trouble local planning authorities, and
could be a way of retaining employment use
for a site,’ says Leggett, adding, ‘The office market in some secondary locations is booming, so
more local working is already a thing.’
He recognises that local hubs present their
own viability challenges for developers, but he
sees the idea appealing to forward-thinking
players. ‘A number of big developers are starting to understand the value of active commercial uses as positive placemaking,’ he adds.

Another housing specialization – custom
and self-build – was last year the subject of a review by Richard Bacon MP, with a view to scaling up the sector. Bacon’s report recommended
such measures as right-to-build registers, and
Churchill believes similar interventions could

Bigger is better
Housebuilder Barratt last year commissioned
planning consultancy Lichfields and market researcher Savanta to ask people about
home-working experiences and how they
might influence property choices, as well as
looking at how the planning system could respond. Market research for the report, Working
from home: Planning for the new normal? found
people’s satisfaction with working from home
was influenced by home size and quality, with
ribaj.com

FRANCES HOLLISS/ MATTHEW BARAC

Left Scenario 6 ‘Curtain-maker
12m²’ and 2, ‘Child-minder 6m²’
from Frances Holliss and Matthew
Barac’s 2021 report ‘Work home’,
describing pandemic challenges of
working in the domestic environment.

only half feeling their home was well-suited to
working. It found 70% of respondents wanted a
home that is ‘work from home friendly’ with an
additional room as dedicated office space.
‘The research was prompted by the last
five years of LAs applying housing mix policies more zealously – based on the number of
bedrooms in homes,’ says Matthew Spry, head
of the London office of Lichfields. The delivery
of larger new homes – with an extra bedroom
to allow home-working – has become more difficult as local authorities have increasingly relied on demographic trends in their Strategic
Housing Market Assessments (SHMAs) to prescribe housing types and sizes to be brought
forward in their area. Trends have commonly shown smaller households to be on the rise,
so LAs conclude that there is a need for more,
smaller properties, which has resulted in policies demanding one and two bedroom homes.
‘But that misreads the fact that older people make up a significant proportion of smaller households, and they are often in existing
properties and don’t want to downsize, while
working age households may be looking for a
property with a study or spare bedroom to work
from home,’ says Spry. He argues that ‘the best
way to make smaller properties available to the
market can be by building larger new properties with work-from-home spaces, into which
growing families can trade up.’
Barratt’s report urges LAs to respond to
the changing reality, reviewing their local
plans to adopt a more flexible approach to residential planning applications to support more
work-friendly housing mixes and types. ‘The report provides an evidence base for LAs, which,
one would hope, will be persuasive,’ says Spry.
‘One aim is to start a conversation and grow
awareness and it would be helpful for government to provide a steer in policy and guidance.’
A public appetite for more diverse ways

of living and working is, however, being reflected in some residential development.
‘Consideration is being given to lifestyle but
the emphasis is on amending existing typologies, rather than making bespoke ones,’ says
PRP senior partner Manisha Patel. The practice
worked on 1990s live/work, but Patel says our
home aspirations have changed significantly
since, to place greater focus on family lifestyles,
‘with provision of home office space and more
emphasis on inter-generational living’. These
typologies are generally being well received by
planning authorities, she says. ‘The challenge is
that developers want to operate within conventional space standards. It is easier to incorporate innovation in London, as the greater space
standards allow for more flexibility.’
All the above and more
‘The main finding of my 20 years’ work in this
area is that it’s not one size fits all. There’s no one
ideal solution,’ says Frances Holliss of London
Metropolitan University, who is a member of
the Workhome Project, which advocates for
home-based working.
Holliss’ research has defined eight categories
of live/work, each with their own distinct spatial and environmental needs. Its 2021 report,
Work home – Housing space use in the pandemic and after: the case for new design guidance,
written by Holliss in collaboration with colleague Matthew Barac, shows workspaces for

One aim is to start a
conversation and grow
awareness and it would
be helpful for government
to provide a steer in
policy and guidance

such diverse home-workers as a childminder,
curtain maker and telecoms manager. Workfriendly housing typologies vary according to
the type of work that needs to be accommodated, she says, but fundamentally can be divided into those with a single front door, a second
‘work’ front door or a workspace a short distance
from the home, such as in an outbuilding.
Above all, home-workers want a physically and acoustically separate space in which to
work, something that could be accommodated
in Nationally Described Space Standards, argues Holliss. But she points out that there are
other barriers to homeworking, particularly for
poorer households. ‘Covid has highlighted the
spatial inequality in society,’ she adds, as many
cannot afford separate workspace. Tenancy
agreements commonly prohibit home working or require permission, while home working social housing tenants are often unjustly
associated with anti-social activities, she says.
1990s live/work had little to do with working from home, argues Holliss. ‘It was a brilliant
piece of branding for the loft-style apartment
and making homes in light industrial units. It
shifted aspiration, but in terms of designing
for home-working it was hopeless – the double
height mezzanines didn’t work.’ In planning
authority circles, it has coloured perceptions
of work-friendly homes. ‘It did a major disservice. I interviewed one planner who said they
would never allow it,’ she explains.
Ultimately live/work’s challenges stem
from the systemic separation of employment
and housing. ‘The live/work of the late 1990s
really failed on governance issues. In planning
we have mono-functional use class orders while
our binary property taxation system means
business rates and council tax have different
systems,’ says Holliss. By contrast, in Japan a
property defined in its regulations as a ‘house
with small other function’, can be developed in
most land use zones, she points out.
While the UK may be lagging behind Japan
when it comes to home-working, the pandemic
seems to be driving changes here. ‘What we’ve
got is a paradigm shift,’ says Holliss. ‘At an urban level, it’s important we start to get finegrained mixed-use across the board because it
seems probable that the changes we’re seeing in
our high streets and central business districts
will be permanent.’ •
Products in Practice March/April 2022
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Anvil metal cladding has
something for every project

Perforated metal
Perforated metal panels are produced by
punching holes of different shapes and sizes into
cold sheets of metal to create various patterns.
This gives designers and architects the freedom to
create a diverse range of patterns and designs.
The amount and size of the perforations are
a critical factor for consideration in the design
process. We can supply round, square or specialshaped perforated systems as well as bespoke
perforated or embossed patterns to suit your
project design requirements.
A range of tools can be used alongside
punching machines to create different
perforations or emboss patterns, which can
be either convex or concave. The material
work hardening properties that result from
the embossing process create a much stronger
panel. As well as these aesthetic properties,
perforated panel systems supply an effective
method of satisfying ventilation and solar
shading requirements. Perforated metal panels
are available in a PPC, anodised or natural metal
finish.

Anvil metal cladding comes in many guises, all
with safety and performance at the forefront

Expanded mesh

Designed for facades, Anvil metal cladding is
a range of innovative aluminium rainscreen
systems that allow a precise and efficient
installation, with perfect joint lines and accurate
tolerances.
More and more developments are calling
for fast track construction techniques to
improve build times and programmes. As well
as strong demands for reduced build time,
changes in building regulations now prohibit
the use of ‘combustible cladding’ on relevant
high-rise buildings. Anvil metal panels are
suitable for newbuilds and projects where
re-cladding is required, and are available in a
pre-coated finish which offers an A1 fire rating
(to EN13501-1).
Alongside the A1 pre-coated finish, Taylor
Maxwell offers an extensive portfolio of polyester
powder coated (PPC) colours and finishes, all of
which are A2 fire rated (tested to EN1250-1).
To achieve a striking and exceptional design,
metal panels can be perforated in a range of
Products in Practice March/April 2022

Expanded mesh screens are extremely
versatile, ideal for creating a contemporary
facade, and offer an instant transformation on
both refurbishments and new developments.
Expanded mesh is created with zero waste and
is therefore a good option for projects with a
sustainable focus.
The cladding system is usually constructed
from 3-5mm thick metal sheets, with the
individual design of the panel being shaped by

Above Anvil recessed joint fix system on
Craigleith Road housing development,
Edinburgh.

shapes and sizes to create various patterns. As
an alternative, Anvil is available in a range of
expanded mesh screens.

Colours and finishes
Depending on your desired finish, Anvil metal
panels can be used in a range of shades, including
standard RAL colours that are available in either
a matt, satin or gloss finish. The mineral textures
range provides an affordable solution to mimic
the look of natural materials such as stone, similar
to the anodic-look PPC finishes which provide a
cost-effective alternative to an anodised finish by
creating the appearance of an anodised surface.
For a more traditional look, our metal finishes
include bronze, copper and Corten, as well as an
additional PPC metal-look and metallic range.

Above Anvil recessed joint fix system on
Whitefriars Student Accommodation, Coventry.
ribaj.com

Above Perforated metal panels on Hampton by
Hilton hotel, Manchester.
Below Anvil expanded mesh system build-up.

the selected material. The amount and size of
perforations, or the ‘eyes’ of the expanded mesh,
are a critical factor for consideration in the design
process. These flexible metal patterns can be
used to enhance the shape of a building and can
be manipulated to achieve unusual and striking
visual effects. Expanded mesh is available in
a variety of weights and aperture sizes to suit
different project design requirements.
The expanded mesh manufacturing process
provides the material with a three-dimensional
quality. It can be completely opaque when
viewed from one direction and transparent
when seen from an alternative angle. In addition
to its aesthetic qualities, expanded mesh screens
are extremely strong and flexible enough to
be used for metalwork fabrication and metal
structures. Our expanded mesh systems are
available in PPC, anodised or selected natural
metal finishes.
Taylor Maxwell’s team can provide advice
and guidance to help you select the appropriate
format of expanded mesh or perforated panels.
They can assist with advice regarding acoustics,
light transmission and ventilation requirements
and offer suggestions to suit individual budgets,
designs and installation requirements. •

To speak to the team at Taylor Maxwell about
Anvil metal cladding and how they can assist
with your project, call 0203 794 9377 or
email enquiries@taylor.maxwell.co.uk
Products in Practice March/April 2022
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Digi-Tech
Factory, Norwich
Coffey Architects
throws a delicate white
mesh over a practical
teaching block to give
it a light, enigmatic and
joyful touch
Words: Pamela Buxton
Photographs: Coffey Architects

Left Coffey Architects’ new, white
aluminium mesh screen at Digi-Tech
Factory for City College Norwich
contrasts with its existing, black
timber-clad Creative Arts building.
Below The white aluminium mesh
creates a compelling, diaphanous
effect.
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‘Architecture should be light, bright and joyful,’ according to Coffey Architects founder
Phil Coffey. That’s true of Digi-Tech Factory,
an eye-catching new teaching building by the
practice for City College Norwich.
He hopes its delicate, white appearance,
achieved with the use of an aluminium mesh
screen as part of a double-skinned facade, will
bring a ‘bit of delight’ not only to the 500 students who will study there but to those using
the campus in general.
‘Architecture can lighten things up both experientially and aesthetically,’ he says, keen to
encourage a sense of optimism.
Screens have become something of a regular
motif in the practice’s work, most recently at the
22 Handyside Street offices at King’s Cross and
in housing for London Square in Bermondsey.
All exemplify the practice’s long-held interest
in the manipulation of natural light through
depth and layering.
At Digi-Tech Factory, the screen plays
important functional and aesthetic roles, with
the control of light a key priority, especially
for a building serving the college’s technology,

engineering and design courses.
‘The building’s full of computers. Moderating
light and glare is very important,’ says Coffey.
Situated at the entrance to the City College
Norwich campus, the 2877m² building needed
to fulfil a secondary role as a welcoming public
face. Alongside the black timber-clad Creative
Arts Building – designed by BDP in 2013 – the
distinctive whiteness of the Digi-Tech Factory
certainly creates something of an ebony and
ivory moment.
Coffey was keen to create a building that not
only combined specialist teaching facilities and
flexible, general working spaces but encouraged social interaction through the provision
of both internal and external informal social
spaces. The practice visited a number of higher education colleges with less institutional atmospheres as part of its research. The result was
the idea of a factory, a narrative referenced externally with the saw-tooth roofline.
The site is bounded on the east by an impressive mature cedar tree. To the west is the
Creative Arts Building. Accommodation is arranged on four levels, with a sheltered piazza for
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Above The gauze-like effect of the mesh
screen is best felt internally on a sunlit day.
Above right With the cladding line
recessed deeply behind the aluminium
mesh outer skin, a narrow covered arcade
complements the covered plaza on the
main entrance side.
Below The informal, garden side of the
building reverts to more conventional,
single-skin cladding.
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outdoor socialising formed by a lofty undercroft
adjacent to the tree. Students pass through the
undercroft to access the main entrance, with
links at ground, first and second floor levels into
the neighbouring Creative Arts Building.
The lofty, largely glazed ground floor accommodates teaching space for electronics, robotics and hardware. At the south of the building,
corrugated aluminium panels by ArcelorMittal
clad laboratory accommodation.
On the upper three floors, classrooms are arranged around a generous central corridor with
break out spaces for hot-desking and socialising. The top floor studios benefit from the extra
height and light of the saw-tooth roof. Doubleheight light wells enable further visual transparency through the building.
‘We worked the budget very hard, not in
terms of expensive finishes, but in terms of
the spaces the architecture creates,’ says Coffey.
Key to this is the effect of layering and perforation created by the double-skinned facade,
which allows the architect to deal with the light
issues as well as creating what he describes as
a playfulness through the treatment of the
‘shroud’ of the screen.
Coffey says the use of a double skin was a
bold decision: ‘There’s twice the material to
achieve the layered facade, so you have to get
it right in terms of transparency, depth, composition and finish.’
The main structure is an exposed steel

frame with a concrete floor deck. For the thermal barrier inner skin, the architect’s research
into off-the-shelf carrier panel products used
for large-scale industrial sheds led to a specification for Eurobond Rockspan, a lightweight
composite steel-faced insulating panel with an
average size of 750mm wide and 3500mm long.
The panels cover approximately 70% of the
inner facade layer, which is completed by judiciously-placed curtain wall glazing, Kawneer’s
AA100 product.
The outer layer is a screen of aluminium
mesh. Raised one storey on steel columns, this
gives a unifying appearance, covering approximately half of the glazed area as required – on
the north elevation for example only 40% is covered by the mesh.
The screen – made by Imar through Just
Facades – comprises 750mm wide panels that
vary in height from 3000-3500mm. Each is folded 75mm along the long edges to increase rigidity and strength, with the folded ends facing outwards to create a series of ribs that add
texture to the facade. The panels are side-fixed
at 500mm centres into a continuous vertical
T-profile mullion. This is supported at each
floor level using aluminium saddle brackets,
which connect back to the inner envelope and
steel frame.
A great deal of attention went into the bespoke design of the screen, in particular the
size of the laser-cut perforations, with the
ribaj.com
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within the building. Fixtures on the inner layer
are exposed and visible through the screen, an
approach carried through to the inside, where
the structure and services are also exposed.
‘We wanted to achieve something that
looked veil-like from a distance and read more
like a mesh closer up,’ says Coffey.
Although half the proposed saw-tooths in
the roofline were lost to maximise cost efficiency, the external effect still creates a distinctive
skyline. Coffey is pleased that Digi-Tech Factory
‘feels like a crafted building’ while at the same
time being ‘humble and straightforward’.
The project achieved BREEAM Excellent
at Stage 3 design stage. Completed on a tight
schedule of just two and a half years from tender to completion, despite the pandemic, it is the
first to be completed as part of the government’s
Town Deal programme, which part-funded it.•

Above The main entrance, with staircase up to
first floor. The white theme continues inside, with
light permeating down from rooflight slots.
Below The external mesh language is echoed
internally in the balustrade detailing.
Right The skin creates an even more ethereal
effect by night.
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architect conducting tests with varying sizes
when viewed from various distances. The final design is an arrangement of 16mm perforations with a 1mm radius, with 6mm spacing.
As well as their role as light screens, the perforations are conceived as a reference to binary
code and historic computer tape.
The aluminium is polyester power coated in
white RAL 9100. As well as being striking visually, the all-white colour of the facade has the
advantage of being more forgiving of any potential inconsistencies. The interior is also largely
white, with some flashes of yellow highlights.
The architect varied the distance between
the two layers to get the lighting effect it wanted for each elevation – for example this ranged
from 225mm for the north, south and west elevations to 750mm for the east. Where the
screen is used to enclose the ground floor plaza and colonnade, the distance is respectively
12000mm and 2850mm.
Inside, the light is softened and diffused
during the day, with large enough perforations
to enable good views out. A night, the elevation
is highlighted with illumination from spaces

neo®
Credits
Client City College Norwich
Architect Coffey Architects
Interior fit out UrbanXR
Contractor RG Carter
Facade contractor Varla Cladding
Planning consultant LanPro
Cost consultant Real Consulting
Structures Clancy Consulting
MEP Clear Consulting and Design
Landscape LanPro
Arboriculturalist AT Coombs
Acoustics Adrian James Acoustics

Trusted to deliver high performing,
elegant rooflights.
www.therooflightcompany.co.uk | 01993 833155
ribaj.com

Trusted by architects, respected by builders, loved by homeowners.
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ROOM FOR
IM AG INATION

RAKCERAMICS.COM

PiP specifieds are
compiled from
supplied company
press releases

R A K- D E S
RAK-Des is a new concept bathroom suite that pays
tribute to the Bauhaus school by which it is inspired,
the collection includes bowls and freestanding
washbasins with the essential minimalist lines. The
rectangular washbasins can be installed suspended,
individually, or combined with the RAK-Joy vanities.
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Cupa R17 slates

Planar structural glazing system

Aluminium curtain walling system

SF52 curtain walling

Cupa Pizarras

Pilkington

Technal

Senior Architectural Systems

‘Look there! A giant!’ said Don
Quixote. ‘And one I mean to
engage in battle and slay, clad
though it be in such resilient
armour as shall prove a real
challenge to my lance!’
‘What giant?’ asked Sancho
Panza.
‘That thou seest there,’ answered
his master, ‘with the fabulous
Cupa R17 natural slate cladding.
If thou art afraid, away with thee
out of this and betake thyself to
prayer while I engage it in fierce
and unequal combat. This fishscaled devil, I see, has lost its
arms, so at least it can’t fight
back!’
cupapizarras.com/uk/

‘Mr Bond. I hadn’t been
expecting you, but I’ve just made
a kvæfjordkake, and the kettle’s
on, if you fancy a brew?’
‘Hyggefinger. Your lair is
delightful. No hint of the gale
screaming outside. Ingenious.’
‘Indeed. The outer glazing allows
only 33% of the sun’s power to
pass into the building, while
the air cavity and float glass
further… “insulate”. And the
Planar mountings just gave me
an excellent view of you on your
ridiculous little jet ski, bouncing
all the way across the fjord.
Prepare to die, Mr Bond. But after
coffee, of course.’
pilkington.co.uk

Yeah, I bloody love Lewis, he’s a
nutter. I don’t know him as such,
but I was here when him and the
ginger prince opened this place.
You should have seen how he
got his 2016 F1 W07 Hybrid up
there. Amazing bit of driving.
Good job those massive panels
of thermally-broken, noise
suppressing Technal curtain
walling are built to stand up to a
bit of aggro, eh? And I didn’t even
know they had reverse!
technal.com/en/uk

Birds, eh? Demanding customers
these days. Yeah, so I know the
declining insect population has
compromised their ability to live
in the wild, but I wonder if these
conservation types aren’t taking
things a bit far. A lot of humans
would give their eye teeth for
this £4.6m community hub for
Norwich City FC – such style and
quality. They’ve even got SF52
curtain walling from Senior
Architectural Systems. OK, so it’s
‘stick type’! But slim sightlines,
drainage flexibility and weathertested thermal performance
aren’t just good for tits and
warblers, you know.
seniorarchitectural.co.uk/
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1 Infrastructure

Moving on: how we get around

Weston Williamson to adopt a muted approach,
integrating sensitively with the surrounding area.
Civil engineer Steve Price and Zane Robinson
of adhesive and sealant manufacturer Mapei next
discuss innovations in tunnel waterproofing. Its
Mapelastic flexible sprayable membrane system
– used on Crossrail – contains no solvent or
cement, making it easier to apply, more effective
and better for the environment. They also
introduce Mapei’s ranges of fast-track screeds,
levelling compounds, damp proof and tanking
membranes, and grouts – all products in regular
use in high traffic areas. Recent examples from
London alone include Victoria, Abbey Wood and

ALAN CROW/ HUFTON + CROW

to-access site was increasingly problematic.
The resulting bridge is in fact two 30m
cantilever spans over a 58m drop with a 40mm
gap between them. There is a poetry to this bridge
– the idea that the two landmasses are reaching
out towards each other across a threshold is a
romantic one, in keeping with the setting, imbued
with Arthurian legend and Victoriana.
Beyond that, however, is a structural
advantage; cantilever construction is built in
segments with no formwork required and is
more stable over short distances. Upper and
lower abutments anchor the cantilevers into
the rock at a depth of 16m and do not disrupt the
site archaeology. Local Plymothian steelwork
contractors provided the materials; the Tamar
rail bridge now has a Cornish rival in terms of
elegant engineering.
To shamelessly use Brunel himself as a
bridging device – Paddington Station is the site
of significant redevelopment on account of the
Elizabeth Line (Crossrail) – Raffaella Rospo,
partner associate and project lead architect at
Weston Williamson + Partners, next talks us
through the practice’s achievements here.
Working around the historic context, existing
roads and the canal, not to mention complex
stakeholders, posed considerable challenges.
The new station complements Brunel’s design
without competing with it using what Rospo
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describes as ‘an engineering language’ – a
tectonic language that takes in Brunel’s motifs
and exposes the strength of the structure.
Existing arches were opened to improve
passenger access, while the introduction of a
canopy connects the station to the public realm
and creates a parallel experience to the Victorianera passengers who would have approached it in
a similar way. The designers also convinced the
relevant authorities to pedestrianise a road – no
mean feat in central London.
A well-ventilated and lit underground station
improves the commuter experience; the sky
and canopy are directly visible when emerging
from the train, guiding the passengers upwards
and creating an uplifting experience. Unlike
many other mainline stations, Paddington is not
particularly visible from the outside, which led

Left Speaker
Rob Cowan’s
latest book,
‘Essential
Urban Design’.

ribaj.com

Opposite William Matthews
Associates’ Tintagel bridge
elegantly spans between island and
mainland, with a tantalising 40mm
gap at the centre of both cantilevers.
Above Escalators take Paddington
mainline station passengers down
to the Elizabeth Line’s new ticket
hall level, and down again to the TfL
platform level.
Below The Tottenham Hotspur
stadium, whose sweeping rise in
section generates its now-famous
‘wall of sound’ for fans.

One challenge was
to keep the existing
White Hart Lane
stadium running

Woolwich Arsenal stations.
Speaking of Arsenal, Caroline Mills, associate
principal at Populous, brings the seminar to a
close with fascinating insights and remarkable
construction photographs of the other north
London team – Tottenham Hotspur’s new 62,000
seat stadium which opened in 2019. The brief from
chairman Daniel Levy set the aspirations high: ‘to
set a new standard in design and be remembered
alongside the iconic architecture in Europe’.
One challenge was to keep the existing White
Hart Lane stadium running while building the
new one, which at one point practically engulfed
its predecessor. It is a multifunctional stadium,
engaging with the NFL to bring American Football
to London. To achieve this, a grass pitch slides
back to reveal the AstroTurf pitch beneath; within
the grass pitch’s ‘parking garage’ pink growlights
keep the lawn in optimum condition, and create
what looks like ‘a virtual disco for grass’.
The South Stand (under which is the grass
garage) seats 17,500 fans in a sweeping rise
whose design amplifies natural acoustics. This
harnesses the enthusiasm of the fans to create the
deafening wall of sound now associated with the
stadium. On that roaring note, ref Kucharek blew
the final whistle, the seminar having run into 20
(admittedly enjoyable) minutes of extra time. •
In association with

EDWARD HILL

based housing development is building carbon
profligacy into our way of life for generations’.
He does agree that car parks are space inefficient
though, and proposes ways to dispense with them.
Cowan’s whistle-stop overview of his
book Essential Urban Design: A handbook for
architects, designers and planners, covers the
micro scale (street gradients) and the macro
scale (detrimental socio-economic, health and
environmental outcomes of car-oriented cities) in
a thorough appraisal. He introduces the concept of
‘massive small’, which is a move from traditional
end-state masterplanning to incremental
changes harvesting the collective power of many
small ideas, enabling progress one step (or cycle
ride, that’s healthy too) at a time.
In terms of making pedestrian spaces
accessible, Tintagel Castle footbridge forms
the subject of architect William Matthews’
discussion. With fascinating technical insights
into his Stirling Prize-shortlisted project,
Matthews illustrates how ‘sometimes the
craziest ideas are also the best ideas’. In the
third century the island on which Tintagel
Castle stood was connected to Cornwall’s
mainland by an isthmus and drawbridge, long
since gone. For English Heritage, the difficult-

RIBA PUBLISHING

‘It is a well attested fact that cities that move
better work better,’ states PiP editor Jan-Carlos
Kucharek in the opening remarks of a seminar
which propels us through a network of recent
transport and infrastructure developments. In
an ideal world, a well-oiled system facilitates
economic activity, social benefits and positive
environmental outcomes. The following projects
and products demonstrate how it can be done.
First up (and then down), Andrew Smith,
managing director at Wöhr Parking Systems,
delves into the new technologies of mechanical
parking systems. The main benefit is space
efficiency – allowing parking in confined areas or
spaces best used as gardens – hugely important
within dense urban environments. Mechanical
parking solutions are now often combined with
EV charging points and cycle storage too.
Wöhr works closely with architects to devise
contextual and project-specific solutions. If
brought in early, such systems can contribute
to unexpectedly interesting architecture, not
limited to out-of-this-world scenarios such as the
famous (in parking circles) glass-Ferrari-elevator
in Singapore.
These views are only partly shared by author
Rob Cowan, who begins with the statement: ‘Car-

CROSSRAIL

From debate on how to handle the demands of cars, via elegant
bridges and through a few stations to White Hart Lane, Michèle
Woodger commentates on a journey across recent infrastructure

Find out more from our partners
wohr-parking.co.uk
mapei.com/gb
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2 One-off house design

Shining a light on house design

RIBA PUBLISHING

Sally
Storey’s
new book,
Inspired
by Light.
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DENNIS PEDERSEN

Above Gbolade Design Studio’s r-House was
inspired by Moroccan riad courtyard houses.
Above right Tonkin Liu’s Water Tower has a clock
that addresses the village across the field.

Brown & Brown’s Lower
Tullochgrue House extension in
the Cairngorms sits delicately
in its landscape, a modern home
for a family with a cantilever that
maintains views past a track.

formulating paint, and colour consultancy in
historic interiors. He observes that many current
domestic trends – such as colour drenching
where an entire room, architraves, ceiling and
all is painted in one dramatic colour – in fact
have historic precedents: colour drenching was
a Georgian practice. He also notes a move away
from cooling greys to more stony shades within a
natural colour palette. People are becoming more
adventurous, he notes, with some satisfaction.
RIBAJ Rising Star and Passivhaus expert Tara

DAPPLE PHOTOGRAPHY

From the Villa Farnese to the Farnsworth
House, private homes have offered inspiration
to architects for centuries. Just as haute couture
finds its way to the high street, such architecture
percolates into our own domestic extensions.
Helping keep an eye on trends trickling our way
is PiP editor Jan-Carlos Kucharek, hosting this
latest webinar on one-off house design.
Sally Storey, author of Inspired by Light: A
design guide to transforming the home, begins
with an illuminating presentation on lighting
design, explaining the technical considerations
and complexities of LED selection, the effects of
artificial lighting on the circadian rhythms and
the indices which can be used to measure colour
rendering for a comfortable environment.
Storey uses ample illustrations to elucidate:
internally, staircases can be rendered more
sculptural, textures can be celebrated, and
volumes can be manipulated to enhance intimacy
or drama. Externally, playing with silhouette can
make for dramatic first impressions. Architects
imagine their volumes in light, she argues,
whereas lighting designers imagine how the
same spaces can be drawn from the darkness.
Colour specialist at the Paint and Paper
Library, Simon Hutchinson, follows with
insights from his work alongside chemists

GBOLADE DESIGN STUDIO

How do you make your design for a single house special?
PiP webinar panellists discuss sustainability, the impact of
lighting, heritage and context. Michèle Woodger reports

Gbolade, of Gbolade Design Studio, next discusses
the r-home, which is inspired by Moroccan riad
garden-courtyard houses. Such a house, designed
to promote health and wellbeing, was shortlisted
in the 2019 Sunday Times British Home Awards.
It is geometrically arranged around a central
courtyard in a two-storey void (which can be
exposed or closed in according to thermal comfort
requirements), into which the kitchen-dining
area spills, becoming part of the GIA of the home.
A fabric-first methodology using CLT
ribaj.com

facilitated sustainability, helping it to meet
Passivhaus standards. It is also socio-economically
sustainable: the offsite-constructed home is
intended as an alternative solution for self-build,
volume housebuilders and housing associations,
with various bedroom configurations. It is an
innovative solution to many of the problems
facing traditional construction.
Deviating slightly from one-off houses,
product manager Will Wigfield at Rockwool
discusses the refurbishment of social housing
‘The Croft’ in Smethwick, a ward with high
levels of deprivation and fuel poverty. The council
awarded an £11million contract to upgrade the
270, 1960s homes, including the addition of a
pitched roof and Rockwool and Rockpanel noncombustible cladding. This product is made from
volcanic basalt rock mixed with recycled stone
wool products and compressed into high-density
panels which are fire resilient, lightweight and
recyclable. Such materials can be used on one-off
residences as well as on large projects, and in this
case, greatly improved living conditions.
The 2021 Stephen Lawrence Prize-winning
Water Tower by Tonkin Liu forms the basis of cofounder Mike Tonkin’s presentation. Deceptively
simple but highly considered, it is an innovative
eco-home converted from an industrial steel
water tower in rural Norfolk, among medieval
ruins and barley fields.
Tonkin outlines a ‘story of four spaces’ – tank,
frame, bridge and stair – which holistically offer
different experiences of nature. From its elevated
position, the tank enjoys panoramic views, made

Our webinar speakers
clockwise from above:
Tara Gbolade, Mike
Tonkin and Andrew
Brown.

possible by removing a 360º slice of it to form a
continuous window, giving the impression of a
floating space (in reality enabled by a complex
truss). The balconied roof also acts as a viewing
platform while a skylight surrounded by mirrors
brings the sky inside. The braced frame below
the tank, encasing bedrooms and bathrooms,
supports the tank load. Beside it, the CLT timber
tower houses the stairs and lift up to the new
tank room. The stair tower is formed of CLT
which structurally stabilises the frame. Bedroom
windows along the side of the tower point away
from the village to the landscape. ‘The building
acts like an instrument by which you appreciate
nature,’ says Tonkin.
Andrew Brown, of architect Brown &
Brown, next introduces Lower Tullochgrue – a
challenging refurbishment of a historic house
for a multi-generational extended family in the
Cairngorms National Park. To maintain a vista
that looks down a track, the extension takes the

form of a cantilevered barn-like volume. The
stone steading was reused as a solid plinth. The
plan is simple: on the ground floor is garage,
utility and plant; above are social spaces; and in
the old house are cellular bedrooms, working
with what was there. Linking old and new is a
glass space. The home sits comfortably within the
topography and the forest surroundings. Its sense
of restraint lets the landscape do the talking.
Vario by Velux director Frederik Gierding
rounds things off with a case study of his own
home, a 1930s Danish single family house
renovation in which Vario – the bespoke glazing
products division of Velux – was used. Designed
by an apprentice of Arne Jacobsen, the home’s
many levels present numerous opportunities for
natural light to be incorporated and maximised
in open-plan living spaces. The glazing also
improved energy efficiency and ventilation,
capitalising on a well-designed plan and
orientation. The confidence to use the glazing
in his own home is testimony to his faith in the
product. Illuminating indeed. •
In association with

Find out more from our partners
vario.velux.com
rockwool.com/uk
paintandpaperlibrary.com
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Left The ‘pivotal’ lacquered Club Room, designed
with Salvesan Graham, closes off to create an
intimate entertaining space and opens out to
brighter, more spacious dining and living areas.
Far left The mannered brick facade, in front of a
steel frame, plays with the arch motif in its depth.
Far left, below Fluted, lacquered doors park flush
into the walls leading from Club Room to kitchen,
lining up with the rooflights and beams overhead.
Below middle The move from the ‘open’ kitchen
up steps to the more ‘compressive’ space of the
Club Room.
Below The Shaker kitchen’s neutral tones are
offset with heavily veined Arabescarto Oro Verde
marble tops and splashback. A shadow gap
around the rear doors conceals tracked blinds.

Arch house, London
Live/work reaches
its apogee in Flower
Michelin’s elegant
rebuild of a London
home that includes
a ‘weapons grade’
composer’s studio in the
newly-dug basement

If Sir John Soane were a Bond villain, then
Arch House would be his pied-à-lair. The radical refurbishment of a south London townhouse, carried out by architect Flower Michelin
for a movie composer and his family, required
complete demolition of the building behind its
Victorian facades and the digging out of a new
basement to contain the composer’s new work
studio, playroom and ‘guest’ WC – though those
simple appellations do little justice to the actual nature of the subterranean spaces created.
At ground and upper levels, the firm was
charged with creating spaces that had the requisite level of formality for entertaining industry clients and guests, while at the same time
having the sense of domesticity that would
make it an everyday functional and comfortable home for the family. This the firm achieved
via the clever insertion of a ‘Club Room’ space
that has not only broken down the scale of
the ground floor areas that it connects to, but
whose nature emulates the Soanic spatial ‘flow’;
a caesura of outrageous opulence in an otherwise relaxed, if highly considered, set of spaces.
Faced with a complete refurb, which would
involve interior designers as well as themselves,
Flower Michelin stuck to simple themes and
spatial moves, which would allow others – client included – to intervene on the home while
the architect maintained control of the bigger
story and the small details that run throughout.
And, according to Flower Michelin associate
Ben Ellis, it was the two arches that appeared in
the fanlight of the home’s entrance that proved
the inspiration for almost everything that occurs behind it. Past the arch of the hallway leading to the large kitchen diner at the back of the
house are seen the three large brick arches of its
garden elevation, but on the way to that view
are clues in the details that speak of the same
provenance – from the fluted panels of cast
plaster that form the wall and dado-height inner lining to the hallway, and catch the light in

Words: Jan-Carlos Kucharek
Photographs: Ståle Eriksen
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PiP specifieds are
compiled from
supplied company
press releases

Specified

Above Through a barrel-vaulted
corridor, the acoustically separated,
windowless studio space is like a
high-performance bachelor pad.
A huge cinema screen drops from
the ceiling and sculpted coffers hide
large, low velocity air ducts.
Left Patterned marble flooring,
lacquered doors and cast GRG
Alpha Gypsum fibrous plaster fluted
wall panels form part of the noholds-barred spec.

a special way, to the Cremo Delicato and Grey
Marquina marble floor inset with brass perimeter strip, echoing the arch motif.
But the spatial play really comes into its
own in the Club Room. This acts as a reception
oﬀ the hall and as an ante space to both the dining area at the rear and a ‘revealed’, large but
quietly luxurious, living room facing the front
of the house. The client had eschewed the typical open plan area, ultimately giving rise to
this modern interpretation of Soane’s breakfast room. With doors on three sides and able
to be totally enclosed, the space’s intimacy is
counterpointed by its ostentation, with every
wall and fluted inner door leaf hand-painted in
lustrous, duck egg lacquer work; even the flow
of space from this room has vague intimations
of Lincoln’s Inn Fields.
Down a timber stair, the ‘guest WC’, a throne
room of black marble and weighty white porcelain, and hung with hand-stitched de Gournay
wallpaper, is a distraction for the main event
– the composer’s own studio. This is windowless for sound reasons but state of the art, with
a 400mm thick concrete floor and 1.1m ceiling
build-up, within which the timber-frame room
sits on springs or is suspended, courtesy of industry acoustic consultant, Yellow Technology.
Deadened sound was achieved, says Ellis, with
massive ducts and low velocity air flows fed and
Products in Practice March/April 2022
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extracted via a bespoke coﬀered ceiling. With a
huge, drop-down cinema screen running along
one wall served by a Dolby Atmos system, all
other auditory life is dampened via the studio’s
weighty door, lined in plush red leather.
Four years in the design and execution, the
client admits that at one point in the half year
basement dig out, when nothing but front and
rear facades remained, they looked up to the sky
and asked themselves what they had done. They
won’t be thinking that now. Clearly, eyewatering amounts have been spent here on architectural specification, but – apart from the dramatic crescendo of the Club Room – it’s been
done in a murmur-rather-than-shout way. All
to ensure that a weapons-grade audio bunker
is kept fi rmly in its place by the warm domesticity of the family home above it. •

3

Credits
Architect Flower Michelin Architects
Contractor Bailey & Jones
Interior designer Salvesen Graham
Structural engineer Blue Engineering
Audio visual consultant Equippd
Acoustic consultant Yellow Technology
M&E consultant QuinnRoss
Suppliers
Stone All Brick and Stone
Acoustic items for studio Christie & Grey
Fabric walling studio Desmond & Sons
Timber flooring Element7
Ironmongery: Danico and Charles Edwards
Silk wallpaper De Gournay
Joinery Clarksons Builders Ltd / Alfred Newall
Kitchen 202 Design
Brick arch structure to rear Litespeed
Sanitaryware Drummonds / Lefroy Brooks
Water Monopoly, Balineum
Marble floors Mander and Germain
ribaj.com
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Sportsline flooring

Resin and cement tiling

LH-42 café chair

D-Neo sanitaryware and fittings

Forbo

Ceramiche Caesar

Luke Hughes

Duravit

‘Hello, and welcome to The
Great British Dig, where we
rip up punters’ gardens for a
furtle about. This week we’re in
Oswaldtwistle, in the grounds
of Stockley’s Sweets Peardrop
Academy, where pupils playing
netball on a soggy Tuesday
recently unearthed this amazing
ancient vinyl sheet. The
mysterious forms drawn on it are
even puzzling teachers, so we’ve
brought in experts from the
Gettowtter Games Institute to
tell us what they might mean –
though they think they’re called
‘(p)ley lines’. As for the vinyl,
looks good as new doesn’t it?’
forbo.com/flooring/en-uk/

‘So hey everybody, welcome back
to my channel! Guys, I’ve got
to tell you I just love love LOVE
this new shopping destination
here in South Korea, and Covid
or no Covid (full disclosure:
loadsa Covid), I just had to be
here! Brands are amazing, and
will you look at that paving!
There’s metal effect “Relate
Flame” in “Veil”, stone effect
“Portraits” in “Versilia”, “Shapes
of Italy” in Sestriere, and cement
effect “Join” in “Manor”. That’s
246,000m² of very cool resin and
cement! This is a sponsored post,
guys, don’t forget to like and
share!’
caesar.it/en/

Here at Theatre d’Absurd, our
socially distanced auditorium
is a hit. Outmoded, inflexible
Victorian furniture and fittings
are gone, and existential angst
is brought front of house via
handsome new stackable chairs.
With sturdy European oak
frames and a choice of solid,
veneered, upholstered or coloured
seats, our first show consists of
the audience trying to choose a
chair and organise themselves
into sitting down. We have yet to
sell a ticket, but are quite content
just to gaze at our beautiful Arts
Council chairs. These three? The
human condition, right there.
lukehughes.co.uk/

‘Have you ever had a dream Neo
that you felt so sure was real?’
‘Well, to be honest with you,
Larry Morpheus, I’ve never had
a dream Neo - real or otherwise!
But this one will do nicely,
thank you. I like how you’ve put
the mirrored cabinet I’ll need
for nipping into the real world
conveniently over the basin
where I’ll be flushing those
unwanted blue pills. Fabulous
functional design, from a
Matrix user’s POV at least. If
I actually believed in dreams
and whatnot, my dream D-Neo
would probably look a lot like
this.’
duravit.co.uk/
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Liquid

Backchat

Fluidity in form and function

…Sign Off
Las Vegas might be bang in the middle of the Nevada
desert, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be sustainable,
right? Digital Twin developer Cityzenith announced
that it has completed its ‘base twin’ model of the
city and is now cracking on with Phase 2. The
aim is to help building owners – read ‘Casinos’ –
transform ‘mobility, air quality, noise pollution,
water management and emissions,’ aiming to make
the city net-zero. But last time I was in Sin City,
Britney was packing in the jet set for her nightly
residency, the Bellagio Fountains ballet was fi ring
off every 20 mins and the city was drowning in
lights, outside and in, 24/7. Good luck with that!

RECYCLED BRICKS & TILES

CRAPS TO CRAPPER

We often turn to repurposing or recycled materials
when looking for a special texture, tonal colours
or tactile surfaces for developing the ambience of
a space. For the award winning entrance lobby
at Nobu Hotel Shoreditch a strategically placed
installation of recycled bricks and tiles was curated
by our in-house artist and stacked by the contractor.
The scale and solidity of this clay and terracotta
feature wall makes a fundamental contribution
to the ambience of this contemporary space and
creates a visual link to the heritage of the hotel’s
location amid the east London warehouses.
authentic-reclamation.co.uk

When it’s 5am and you’ve bet your house on
a throw of the dice, the proximity of a wellfunctioning WC might be just the ticket. Luckily,
Thomas Crapper has had our backsides since 1900
when his company patented the ‘Valveless Waste
Preventer’, precursor to modern syphonic flushing.
Since then, Crapper’s gone through several hands;
with latest owner Hartford Holdings wanting
to delve into luxury sinks on the strength of the
brand. Should be a shoo-in; it’s been on lips in
politer circles since it famously did the plumbing at
Sandringham in 1886; earning four warrants and
proving itself fully deserving of the Royal ‘We’.

NO RULES WALLPAPER

BOVINE ISSUE

This is a modular range of wallpaper that avoids
the need for registration and exploits the potential
of juxtaposing decorative motifs. The themes and
colours have been carefully orchestrated and have
enabled us to combine diverse segments to create
intriguing and dynamic feature walls. The No
Rules Wallpaper proved cost effective and created
a bold backdrop for atrium seating at the award
winning Hi Pizza restaurant and bar at Heathrow
Airport. Such well designed simple interior
products enable us to balance the cost and quality
of our schemes and meet our clients’ aspirations.
bespokeatelier.co.uk

Forget Andrea Arnold’s new fi lm ‘Cow’, where life is
viewed through the eyes of a Friesian called Luma,
this is GLOBAL. Prince Charles has teamed up with
the RCA’s Jony Ive to announce the Terra Carta
Design Lab, an RCA student-led initiative aiming to
deal with planetary challenges through innovative
design. One idea being mooted as part of HRH’s
Sustainable Markets Initiative is ZELP, ‘a wearable
device for cattle to neutralise methane emissions in
real time.’ Says student Francisco Norris: ‘1.6 billion
cattle, each exhaling 400 litres of methane per day,
are one of the single leading causes of global warming’
(sic). Seems it’s not only Luma who smells of BS...
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CITYZENITH

SAFE BET?

Our graphic input to projects can morph into three
dimensional ideas, and conversely the design of
objects regularly becomes the source of illustrative
or pattern making concepts. We created a pattern
from a Japanese motif and developed this design
as a laser cut custom floor light. This original
pattern was repeated in different iterations and
materials as door panels, relief texture screens,
claddings and eventually as a pair of over-sized
laser cut metal hanging garden lanterns. Ongoing
organic development is the heart of our creative
process.
novocastrian.co/

THOMAS CRAPPER AND CO.

WILL PRYCE

LASER CUT CUSTOM METALWORK

WILL PRYCE

Jan-Carlos Kucharek enjoys three stand-outs from the inbox

SEBASTIAN BOTTCHER

Carolynne Shenton, director at Studio Mica Interiors
Architecture Design, gives three of her favourite specifications

RCA

Sign Up

@VitrAbathrooms

ribaj.com

Dare to dream and
we’ll help it happen.

Luxury floor to ceiling glass
SALES@MAXLIGHT.CO.UK
020 8896 0700

